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1. 3D representations
SDF representation. Signed Distance Fields (SDF) is a 3D
representation used to describe the geometry surface of an
object. It is expressed implicitly through neural networks
like MLP. For a sampling point x, everything satisfying
f(x) = 0 is considered to be part of the object’s surface,
while the region where f(x) < 0 represents the object’s in-
terior, and f(x) > 0 indicates the object’s exterior. SDF
can be employed in the synthesis of images from arbitrary
viewpoints through methods such as differentiable volume
rendering or differentiable marching cubes for geometry ex-
traction and re-rendering.
DMTET representation. DMTET [12] is a hybrid 3D rep-
resentation that combines explicit and implicit forms. It di-
vides 3D space into dense tetrahedra, which is an explicit
partition. Simultaneously, the vertices of these tetrahedra
record properties of the 3D object, including SDF, defor-
mation, color, etc. These properties are expressed through
the implicit functions of neural networks. By combining
explicit and implicit representations, DMTET can be opti-
mized more efficiently and easily transformed into explicit
structures like mesh representations. During the generation
process, DMTET can be converted into a mesh in a differ-
entiable manner, enabling rapid high-resolution multi-view
rendering. We utilize DMTET as the 3D representation in
both the geometry generation and texture generation phases.

2. Implementation Details
Dataset. Our dataset comprises 2952 3D human body
models. These include 526 models from the THuman2.0
dataset [14], 1779 models from the Twindom dataset [13],
and 647 models from the CustomHumans dataset [3]. We
use these models to generate depth maps, normal maps, and
color maps. To augment the dataset, we divide the human
body into four distinct sections: the head, the upper body,
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the lower body, and the full body. For each model, we ren-
der a set of 120 images, each set comprising depth maps,
normal maps, and color maps. The normal maps are trans-
formed into camera coordinates by the rotation of the cam-
era parameter. We utilize CLIP [9] to generate prompts for
the images, supplementing them with additional text to la-
bel various data types such as “depth map” and “normal
map”. We also include view-dependent descriptors for the
view direction, such as “front view”, “back view”, “left side
view”, and “right side view”, as well as body-aware text for
specific regions of the human body, including “head only”,
“upper body”, “lower body”, and “full body”.
Training of normal-adapted and depth-adapted diffu-
sion models. The base stable diffusion model used in our
method is Stable Diffusion V1.5 [11]. We fine-tune the sta-
ble diffusion model using our depth pairs and normal pairs
for 15K iterations. The learning rate is set to 1 × 10−5

and the batch size is set to 4. Exponential Moving Average
(EMA) is used during the training. After fine-tuning, we ob-
tain a normal-adapted diffusion model and a depth-adapted
diffusion model. The fine-tuning code is from Diffusers
(https://huggingface.co/docs/diffusers/
index), a library for state-of-the-art pretrained diffusion
models for generating images, audio, and even 3D struc-
tures of molecules
Training of normal-aligned diffusion model. To guide
the generation of stable diffusion using a normal map, we
follow the fine-tuning strategy of ControlNet [16]. We fine-
tune Stable Diffusion V1.5 for 30K iterations using normal-
image pairs. The normal maps are used as extra conditions.
The learning rate is set to 1× 10−5 and the batch size is set
to 4. The fine-tuning code is also from Diffusers.
Details of progressive positional encoding. In progressive
geometry generation, we employ progressive positional en-
coding. Specifically, the position encoding for SDF features
in DMTET has a total of 32 dimensions, where the lower
dimensions represent lower-frequency features and higher
dimensions represent higher-frequency features. Initially,
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we utilize a 32-dimensional mask with the first 16 dimen-
sions set to 1 and the latter 16 dimensions set to 0. We
multiply this mask with the SDF’s position encoding to re-
move the high-frequency components. During training, ev-
ery 500 iterations, we convert 2 of the 0 positions in the
mask to 1, gradually enabling the network to learn high-
frequency components. After 4,000 iterations, all positions
in the mask become 1, resulting in the position encoding en-
compassing both low-frequency and high-frequency com-
ponents.
Details of progressive SDF loss. During the training pro-
cess, at the 3,000 iterations, we extract the current geom-
etry to form a coarse mesh. This coarse mesh exhibits a
reasonable shape and features a relatively smooth surface.
We utilize it to compute the SDF loss for subsequent stages.
Specifically, within the bounding box of the 3D generation,
we randomly sample 100,000 points at each iteration. Then
we calculate the SDF loss by comparing the SDF values of
these points in the coarse mesh with the SDF values pre-
dicted by the network. The weight of the SDF loss among
all the losses is set to 1500 and is only computed after the
3,000 iterations.
Details of geometric resolution. We similarly adopt an ap-
proach to gradually increase the geometric resolution. Ini-
tially, the resolution of the DMTET in 3D space is set to
1283. As training proceeds, we incrementally double this
resolution every 3,000 iterations. So at 3,000 iterations, the
resolution is set to 2563, and it will eventually reach 5123

at 6,000 iterations. In the early training stages, this results
in fewer generated geometry facets, with each facet occupy-
ing more pixels in the rendered images. Consequently, the
gradients produced by the loss are more evenly distributed
across the points of each facet, leading to more stable geom-
etry generation. As the geometric resolution increases, the
number of geometry facets also increases, allowing for the
representation of more intricate details, including features
like hair and clothing folds.
Details of texture generation. In texture generation, the
initial 2,000 iterations are utilized as coarse-level optimiza-
tion and employ SDS loss, while the subsequent 8,000 it-
erations serve as fine-level optimization, using the multi-
step SDS loss and perceptual loss. For the multi-step SDS
loss, the diffusion model performs varying numbers of itera-
tions based on the timestep t with added noise. Specifically,
The total timestep of our diffusion model is 1000, when the
timestep is t, the diffusion model iterates (t/25 + 1) times.
We employ the DPM++ solver [6] as our diffusion sched-
uler. To enhance training stability, we also incorporate a
DU (Dataset Update) strategy similar to what was proposed
in Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [2]. During computation for the
multi-step loss at each iteration, we save the image results
of multi-step diffusion denoising in a cached dataset, which
are reused in subsequent training processes. Every 10 iter-

ations, we will use multi-step diffusion denoising to update
the images in the cached dataset.
Noise and guidance scale of the diffusion model. In
the geometry stage, both our normal-adapted and depth-
adapted diffusion models have a guidance scale of 50. Sim-
ilar to the strategy employed in progressive geometry gen-
eration, we introduce noise progressively during the geom-
etry stage. In the first 5,000 steps, the timestep t of noise
follows the distribution U(0.02, 0.8). Between 5,000 and
8,000 steps, the timestep t of noise follows the distribution
U(0.02, k) with parameter k = 0.2+(0.8− 0.2) 8000−step

8000−5000 .
After 8,000 steps, the timestep t of noise follows the dis-
tribution U(0.02, 0.2). In the texture stage, our geometry-
guided diffusion model has a guidance scale of 7.5, and the
controlled condition scale is set to 1.0. During the coarse
level of texture generation, the timestep t of noise follows
the distribution U(0.02, 0.98). In the fine level, the timestep
t of noise follows the distribution U(0.02, 0.5).
Learning rate and the weight of losses in 3D generation.
We adopt the AdamW optimizer in 3D generation. The
learning rate of θg is set to 2×10−5 and the learning rate of
θc is set to 1×10−3. In the geometry generation, the weight
of the normal SDS loss is set to 1.0, and the weight of the
depth SDS loss is 1.0. In the texture generation, the weight
of perceptual loss is set to 1.0.
Part-based optimization. We primarily divide the human
body into four parts for generation: head, upper body, lower
body, and the full body. To ensure that the rendered images
cover each of these four parts separately, we predefine the
camera positions and focal lengths accordingly. During the
generation process, the probability of sampling from these
four camera positions varies based on the optimization ob-
jective. When generating only the head, we sample from
the camera capturing the head alone. When generating the
upper body of the human, we assign a sampling probability
of 0.7 to the upper body and 0.3 to the head. When gener-
ating the entire human body, we adjust the sampling strat-
egy progressively. In the first 10,000 iterations, we assign
a sampling probability of 0.7 to the entire body and 0.1 to
each of the head, upper body, and lower body. In the sub-
sequent 5,000 iterations, we assign a sampling probability
of 0.1 to the entire body and 0.3 to each of the head, upper
body, and lower body.

3. User Study
Following TADA [5] and DreamHuman [4], we conducted
a user study to further assess the quality of the 3D human
models generated by our method. Our approach was com-
pared with five state-of-the-art methods across 30 prompts.
For each prompt, 50 volunteers (comprising 40 students
specializing in computer vision and graphics, and 10 mem-
bers of the general public) evaluated the color and normal
map videos rendered from the generated 3D humans. They



Figure 1. Importance of progressive SDF loss and progressive positional encoding.

Table 1. Results of user study. The table reports the user preference percentages in detail.

Q1 (%) Q2 (%) Q3 (%)

Best Second best Best Second best Most Second most

DreamFusion 5.36 22.27 4.73 20.55 9.27 22.55
LatentNeRF 3.09 11.82 6.64 8.45 8.45 12.91
TEXTure 3.64 10.27 3.91 6.64 4.91 9.09
Fantasia3D 9.91 41.45 10.45 50.55 12.64 39.00
Ours 78.00 14.18 74.27 13.82 64.73 16.45

Q1 (%) Q2 (%) Q3 (%)

DreamHuman 8.79 18.20 25.80
TADA 16.91 11.25 15.20
Ours 74.30 70.55 59.00

voted on three questions:
• Q1: Which 3D human model exhibits the best (and sec-

ond best) texture quality?
• Q2: Which 3D human model displays the best (and sec-

ond best) geometric quality?
• Q3: Which 3D human model aligns most closely (and

second most closely) with the given prompt?
Since the source code of DreamHuman [4] is not publicly
accessible, we sourced the results from its project page. The
results of LatentNeRF [7], TEXTure [10], Fantasia3D [1],
and TADA [5] are produced using their official code with
default settings. Meanwhile, the results of DreamFu-
sion [8] are generated using an unofficial implementa-
tion in ThreeStudio, a unified framework for 3D content
creation (https://github.com/threestudio-
project/threestudio). We all collect 1,500 pairwise
comparisons. The results are shown in Tab. 1. One can see

that our method surpasses the performance of the text-to-3D
content methods and text-to-3D human methods, particu-
larly in terms of geometry and texture quality. These results
underscore the superior performance of our approach.

4. More Comparisons

We offer further qualitative comparisons with the four text-
to-3D content methods and the two text-to-3D human meth-
ods. As depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, Fantasia3D may
generate textures that are not aligned with the geometry
(as seen in the second row of Fig. 6). However, the tex-
tures produced by our method are accurately aligned with
the generated geometry. When compared to the four text-
to-3D content methods, our method can generate head-only
and upper-body 3D humans with more detailed geometry
and a more realistic appearance. In Fig. 8, we present full-



body results in comparison with DreamHuman and TADA.
It is evident that the results produced by baselines contain
over-saturated textures and smooth geometry, whereas our
method yields a more natural appearance and geometric
details. Additionally, we add a comparison with Avatar-
Verse [15], as shown in Fig. 5. The 3D humans by Avatar-
Verse are over-saturated. In contrast, HumanNorm pro-
duces results with appearances that are more lifelike.

5. More Ablation Studies

Effectiveness of multi-step SDS loss and perceptual loss.
As shown in Fig. 3, the multi-step SDS loss guarantees
a lifelike appearance without over-saturation. The per-
ceptual loss enhances the texture details but struggles to
produce reasonable color without the multi-step SDS loss.
The multi-step SDS loss is critical for solving the over-
saturation issue.
Effectiveness of progressive SDF loss. In Fig. 1 (a), we
display the results obtained in the absence of progressive
SDF loss. The 3D human exhibits a distorted body shape.
However, the introduction of progressive SDF loss effec-
tively constrains the wrong growth of the human body,
thereby avoiding unreasonable body shapes.
Effectiveness of progressive positional encoding. In
Fig. 1 (b), we conduct an experiment where the frequency
of hash encoding is fixed. The results reveal extensive noise
on the surface of the geometry, which can be attributed to
the high-frequency content learned during the initial train-
ing phase. A contrasting case is presented in Fig. 1 (c) when
a progressive positional encoding is employed. Our strategy
reduces the learning of high-frequency information during
the initial training phase, resulting in a stable geometry de-
void of geometric noise.

6. Applications

Our method offers the capability to edit both the texture and
geometry of the generated 3D humans by adjusting the input
prompt. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, we modify the color and
style of Messi’s clothing, as well as his hairstyle, all while
maintaining his identity. While geometry editing poses a
greater challenge than texture editing, our method exhibits
precise control over geometry generation, even allowing us
to generate Messi wearing a hat. Furthermore, the edited
geometry is rich in detail, as evidenced by the intricate de-
tails in the sweater. More applications can be viewed on
our attached project page.

7. Failure cases

Our method may fail to generate 3D humans with challeng-
ing poses or loose clothes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For ex-
ample, we encountered difficulty in accurately rendering the

loose dress of the dancer. Additionally, we observed that the
hat of the cowboy appeared broken in some instances.

8. Ethics statement
The objective of HumanNorm is to equip users with a pow-
erful tool for creating realistic 3D Human models. Our
method allows users to generate 3D Humans based on their
specific prompts. However, there is a potential risk that
these generated models could be misused to deceive view-
ers. This problem is not unique to our approach but is preva-
lent in other generative model methodologies. Moreover, it
is of paramount importance to give precedence to diversity
in terms of gender, race, and culture. As such, it is essen-
tial for current and future research in the field of generative
modeling to consistently address and reassess these consid-
erations.

Figure 2. Failure cases. Our method may fail to generate 3D
humans with challenging poses or loose clothes.

Figure 3. Effectiveness of multi-step SDS loss and perceptual
loss.
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